Statelessness continues to trouble today’s international legal and political spheres. Despite the International Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless Persons, the stateless remain an unwelcome presence and awkward anomaly within an international human rights regime still fundamentally dominated by the nation state structure. In 1945, Marc Vishniak wrote that the stateless were “… restricted in their rights more than any other people and constitute the weakest chain in the link of human rights.” Hannah Arendt, who was herself a Jewish refugee from Germany, placed the enigma of the stateless in an even more central philosophical position. Whereas Vishniak emphasized the problematic and marginalized legal status of the stateless within the dominant international paradigm, Arendt proposed a re-imagining of the international legal order, a vision that would prioritize a solution to the situation of the stateless, especially stateless Jews, by “somehow or other restoring to them the inalienable rights of
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man.”

For Arendt, Jewish former citizens of Germany, stripped of their nationality by the Nazi regime, occupied a newly paradoxical situation as empowered and voluntary *Heimatlos*, precisely because they now rejected the standard legal normativity of the state/citizen template. Arendt found historical support for her argument about statelessness as both abnormal within dominant international legal thinking, and at the same time strangely empowering, with regard to the situation of the mainly Jewish refugees displaced during World War I. They had fallen outside the protections offered by new succession countries at the end of that conflict, very often by their own decision to refuse incorporation as citizens of the emergent nation states. These Jewish *apatrides* discovered “privileges and juridical advantages in statelessness.” For Arendt, Jewish former citizens of Germany at the end of World War II further embodied a move toward conceptualizing a new international paradigm wherein rights could be sought beyond the traditional bounds of a state-based legal order, precisely because those bounds had been irrevocably shattered by the state itself.

This article engages with this Arendtian paradox by offering a historical examination of the ways in which victims themselves, as well as the authorities of various Western European countries, in the aftermath of World War II, dealt with the policies of the Nazi regime that deprived Jewish Germans of their nationality. The issues that surrounded the question of the “German-ness” of German Jews after the war raised important matters of international and national law, as well as being central to the re-establishment of a liberal legal and political order in Europe. As Pieter Lagrou has written, the stories of Jewish citizens in the immediate aftermath of the war are important “for what they can reveal about the way European countries reconstructed themselves after the catastrophe of Nazism and the degree to which they succeeded or failed to re-invent themselves and evolve towards more open and tolerant societies.”

John Borneman and Jeffrey M. Peck, in their study of those German Jews


6. Both space restrictions and the central focus of this article combine to prevent us from a deeper engagement with some of the complexities and contradictions in Arendt’s fuller writings on the subject, particularly in relation to the difficult questions surrounding the idea and ideal of Israel as a Jewish nation state, a place of refuge for stateless Jews, and the position of that country in Arendtian political philosophy. See for example, “Zionism Reconsidered,” in *The Jewish Writings*, 343–74.

who chose to return to their native country after the war, write that “...the very category ‘Jew’ or ‘German Jew’... has been a politically contested one- by the Germans in the East and West, by various members and organizations of the international Jewish community, and by the different Allied occupation forces. Moreover, for obvious reasons, many Jews did not want to identify themselves as Jews...”

To this, we add our discussion of how many German Jews opted instead to stop identifying themselves as Germans.

The legal relationship between the signifiers German and Jew at a particular historical juncture is the informing focus of this article. We first deal with the consequences of the Nazi legal categorization of individuals as Jews. This National Socialist racial, legal classification (Jew) and its necessary corollary (Aryan) were and are obviously not transparent, objectively self-evident categories. They are externally imposed and, therefore, very different from self-identification as a member of a religious, ethnic, or sociological community. German Jews, especially those who found themselves in exile outside their native land, had been deprived of their German nationality progressively from 1933 following the coming to power of the Nazis.

Those who survived the Hitler period, in the German Reich or beyond it, found themselves, at the end of the war, presumptively at least, as stateless persons. The technical legal question, which had significant political and cultural import, and which arose after the defeat of the Third Reich, was whether the authorities of the victorious liberal states would give ongoing effect to the deprivation of nationality imposed by the Nazis on these German Jews. Would they continue to consider former German Jews as stateless, or, on the contrary, would these governments and the reconstituted courts of these democracies “restore” these persons’ former nationality? The question of the legal categorization “German” became an object of political and legal struggle for many of these Jews in Western Europe.

At first blush, it might appear obvious that liberal governments, as part of their victory over totalitarianism, and within the legal framework of the immediate abrogation of Nazi anti-Jewish laws by the Allied Occupation Authorities, would chose to restore the former German nationality of...
these Jews as evidence of their complete rejection of Nazi policies and legalized practices of racial, ethnic, and religious persecution. However, the actual political and legal situation “on the ground” did not necessarily lend itself to such a seemingly principled liberal legal solution consistent with the dominant framework of the state/citizen modus operandi of international law. Many individual Jews challenged the automatic restoration of their former nationality, and demanded a less obvious or straightforward solution to the legal consequences of the persecution they had suffered.

Nationality Legislation and the Holocaust

In the twentieth century, the political realities of population movements following the Russian Revolution and the exchange of populations between Greece and Turkey, as well as the dissolution of the European empires following World War I, had given rise to a mass of stateless people. These stateless populations became a new area of concern in international legal thinking, and gave birth to new legal taxonomies and instruments designed to address the problem, even before the coming to power of the Nazi regime and the creation of hundreds of thousands of German refugees. International law attempted to ensure the provision of basic rights to stateless persons by their state of residence. An international refugee regime was developed in the 1930s, with the specific goal of granting a formal legal status to the stateless so that they were, as Henri De Monneray noted, no longer “des res nullius, des choses sans maître.”

The Nazi state first denationalized Jews and other enemies of the Reich on an individual basis. Almost 8000 Germans became stateless as a result of this individualized stage of the Nazi legal process of stripping Jews and
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political adversaries of their citizenship. Those without a state, then as now, were considered a problematic and troubling legal category.

From 1938 onwards, Jews fleeing Nazi Germany could claim protection under the Geneva Convention for Refugees Coming from Germany. However, very few states formally adopted this specific international refugee regime. The only states to do so before the war were Belgium and Great Britain, which both ratified this Geneva Convention in 1939. The traditional abhorrence of the status of apatride meant, however, that German Jews residing in liberal European countries were, in practice, entitled to some kind of refugee status. This refugee status that the French Court de Cassation qualified in 1950 as a “quasi-nationality” was naturally seen by most political and legal authorities as inferior to real nationality. The traditional view was that “possessing” a nationality offered considerable advantages associated with membership in the community of nations, that is: having a territory to which access could not be refused, the diplomatic and other protections offered by a state, or having a passport that facilitated international travel, and this perspective dominated. Few commentators, even after the war, were willing to accept the Arendtian view that “statelessness” could in some circumstances be a politically powerful or even desirable legal status.

The number of stateless former Germans increased in the years following the Nazi rise to power. The Reich Citizenship Law of September 15, 1935, one of the so-called Nuremberg Laws, moved away from the individualized denaturalization and denationalization model and applied a collective approach to Germans of Jewish origin. The distinction between subject and citizen, between German Jews and so-called Aryans, laid the groundwork for the series of exclusionary measures passed as supplementary decrees to the Citizenship Law. These successive supplementary decrees progressively separated Jewish Germans from their fellow countrypeople, legally, economically, psychologically, and physically. The process culminated with the 11th Decree of November 24, 1941, which stripped all German Jews who had left the German Reich of their nationality. The Decree applied to all Jewish Germans who had their “ordinary abode” (gewöhnlichen Aufenthalt) abroad. Anything other than a mere passing

presence outside Germany fulfilled the “abode” requirement, regardless of the intention or motivation behind the absence from German territory. The Decree applied not only to refugees and exiles but also to those deported to camps in Poland and elsewhere. These German Jews had, as a matter of law, their ordinary abode in “Auschwitz.” As a result, they were no longer considered German citizens under German law. From 1944, as more and more European territory was liberated, tens of thousands of Jewish Germans who had fled Hitler’s persecution and extermination plans by seeking refuge outside the limits of German territory, as well as those who had been caught up in, but who had survived, the Nazi death machine, still found themselves without a formal, legal, national identity. The 11th Decree had rendered them stateless.

The Effect of Denationalization of German Jews During the War

During the war, the German authorities had declared all German Jews in the territories under their control to be stateless. Depending upon the nature of the occupation, this was done with varying degrees of support from the local administration. For example, in Belgium, local officials had immediately given full force and effect to the provisions of the 11th Decree by marking all identity papers of former German Jews and modifying local police and other municipal population records to indicate their new stateless situation.

The position of German Jews in the United Kingdom differed from that under which refugee Jews lived in occupied continental Europe. When the war broke out, and especially after the fall of France in 1940 and with the threat of imminent invasion, many Jewish refugees in Britain fell, as Germans, under the definition of enemy aliens and were therefore liable to indefinite internment. This meant that German Jews often found themselves imprisoned side by side with Nazi sympathizers. For the British government, at war with Germany, many of these Jews were more obviously Germans than victims of Nazi persecution.


This policy was implemented against German Jews despite the fact that many individuals had previously been recognized as stateless persons by the British government’s own immigration and police officials upon or after their arrival in the United Kingdom.\textsuperscript{22} However, this bureaucratic “recognition” was situated only at the de facto level. In British policy and domestic legal practice, “refugee” or “stateless” were not official administrative categories, let alone recognized juridical categories, notwithstanding the country’s ratification of the Geneva Convention of 1938.\textsuperscript{23} The stateless or refugee status derived from bureaucratic record keeping and local police activities did not, therefore, determine or even influence the definition of “enemy alien” as applied by competent wartime British authorities. During the war, German Jews remained officially documented as German nationals, but at the same time, most were eventually considered “refugees from Nazi oppression,” and their identity documents could even carry this designation.\textsuperscript{24} As a result, individuals could be stateless insofar as their pre-war status as recorded by local police and immigration officials was concerned, and still be considered an enemy alien for purposes of internment or other police and security purposes following the outbreak of hostilities between the United Kingdom and the Third Reich.

The introduction of mass denationalization under the 11th Decree had significant effects for many German Jewish refugees living in Britain. The loss of German nationality constituted the final separation from their former homeland. Some, especially those still interned, sought to turn this aspect of Nazi legalized anti-Semitism to their own advantage. Because they were no longer German, they argued, they were once and for all legally and formally stateless and as a result, no longer “enemy aliens” liable to internment. Basing themselves on the traditional international law principle that the legal determination of nationality is within
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the sole jurisdiction of the state with which the individual has the original intimate relationship, in this case, Germany, these Jews asserted that British law was bound to give effect to the denationalization decision of the sovereign German state. In addition, the Aliens’ Division and the Nationality Division of the Home Office were flooded with requests for a change in status by German Jews who were not subject to internment, demanding their re-classification as stateless. Local police stations witnessed an influx of Jewish refugees seeking to have their new status recorded on their passports and other official documents. In particular, readers of the émigré newspaper Die Zeitung attempted to have their status officially changed after exiled German lawyer Alfred Kauffmann published an article setting out the legal argument that German Jews in England should henceforth be considered as stateless.

Advice from government lawyers, however, indicated that demands for release from internment and detention based on a change in status from “enemy alien” to “stateless” as a result of the 11th Decree would be contrary to public policy in a time of war. The British courts followed this line of argument and found that national security interests demanded that they refuse to give effect to Nazi denationalization laws by ordering the release of interned German Jews. The rationale was straightforward “... Such changes of nationality are not recognized for obvious reasons. If such changes were to be permitted in time of war enemy agents might acquire facilities which could be used in a way very much to the prejudice of this country.”

The British courts, therefore, had cogent reasons to reject the idea that Nazi law could determine, while the United Kingdom was at war with Germany, who should be interned under national security legislation. As the war drew to a close, however, general principles of international law would, it was argued, require the United Kingdom to recognize the statelessness of German Jews resident in the United Kingdom.

Allied Victory and the Abolition of Nazi Legality in Occupied Germany (1944–1946): Did Jews Become Germans Again?

Most policy makers in the various Allied governments and those running the occupation regime in Germany believed that, after years of Nazi oppression and persecution, Jewish survivors would simply return to their prewar homes and reconstruct their lives.31 The specificity of the Jewish experience of the Shoah was not immediately understood, acknowledged, or taken into account. Jewish survivors were indiscriminately included among all those uprooted by the war. They were simply placed in the generic category of displaced persons (DPs).32 In addition to the problems surrounding the return of Jewish citizens to their prewar homes, Western governments and the Occupation Authorities in Germany faced additional complications caused by the presence of a significant number of Eastern European DPs who did not wish to return to the Soviet bloc.

Approximately 9,000,000 DPs were repatriated in the immediate post-war period, among them approximately 2,200,000 Soviet citizens—forced laborers, prisoners of war, and war refugees—who during the war had been displaced to the West. The Soviet Union had even obtained Allied consent at Yalta for the use of force to compel the return of DPs of Soviet nationality. This compulsion was justified by the presence among DPs of a significant number of Soviet citizens who had actively collaborated with the Nazis. The nationality issue immediately came to the fore as the Soviet Union claimed that people living on territory acquired after August 1939 were Soviet subjects who had to return. The Western allies, however, only accepted the (forced) return of those Soviet citizens who had lived within the September 1939 borders of the Soviet Union. Objections were also raised to the broad Soviet definition of “collaboration,” which could include those enrolled in forced labor. The Americans stopped forced


repatriation from their occupation zone in May 1946, and the British fol-
lowed suit in 1947, as part of the slowly emerging Cold War, and, perhaps,
of a nascent international human rights regime. Because of this change in
Western policy, approximately 1,000,000 Polish, Baltic, and other DPs in
occupied Germany, of whom 20% were Jews, were not subject to
repatriation.

United States occupation forces under General Dwight Eisenhower had
received specific and apparently unambiguous orders in April 1945 con-
cerning the nature and substantive normative content of military rule in
occupied Germany. Paragraph 6 b of the relevant Directive provided
“The laws purporting to establish the political structure of National
Socialism and the basis of the Hitler regime and all laws, decrees and regu-
lations which establish discrimination on grounds of race, nationality, creed
or political opinions should be abrogated by the Control Council. You will
render them inoperative in your zone.”

In the postwar vision of the occupiers (at least of the three Western powers:
the United States, the United Kingdom, and France), a new, democratic, and
liberal Germany would emerge from the defeat and again be a home to Jews.
The Allied Control Council in occupied Germany formally revoked Nazi
nationality legislation and other anti-Jewish measures on September 20,
1945 pursuant to Control Council Law No.1. But the revocation of Nazi
anti-Jewish laws, especially insofar as the nationality question was con-
cerned, was not as straightforward in practice as it might have appeared.

One view of public international law, perhaps the dominant interpret-
ation, maintained that the question of citizenship should be determined
solely by the state from which the individuals originated. In other words,
German law should determine who qualified as nationals of that country.
In the immediate aftermath of the war, this was, of course, complicated
by the fact that Germany was now under Allied occupation and the legal
system of the German state was and would remain for some time, de
facto, if not necessarily, de jure, nonexistent or inoperative. The question
of the nationality status of “former” German Jews, as re-instated German
nationals or as still stateless, was open to different, often opposed, legal
interpretations and political exigencies. Hersch Lauterpacht, Whewell
Professor of Law at the University of Cambridge, summarized the general
legal norms that, in his view, had to be applied to the Allied Occupation
Authority’s position under Control Council Law No. 1. He put forward
two basic principles. First among these was the idea that laws are presumpt-
vively prospective. “The legal effect, properly conceived, of the repeal of
the Law of Citizenship of 1935 and the Decree of 1941 is that in the future
no German Jew shall lose his German Nationality because of taking up
habitual residence abroad. Its effect is not that the persons who lost their
German nationality because of the operation of the Decree are automati-
cally reinstated in the German nationality.”

Second, from general justice and autonomy principles, Lauterpacht
asserted that the effect of the denationalization measures adopted by the
Nazis had been to rupture all legal ties between individual Jews and the
German state. A new government of Germany could not (re)impose
German nationality on these former citizens nor, a fortiori, could an
Occupying Authority take any such measures under its necessarily limited
jurisdiction. It might offer to reinstate the former citizenship status of indi-
viduals, but the initiative and decision rested not with the government but
with the person concerned.

The legal principles that Lauterpacht invoked found a favorable recep-
tion in the United States. There was a growing political consensus that
Jews in postwar Europe should be treated as a class apart. President
Truman had named a special representative to investigate the situation of
Jewish survivors in occupied Germany. Earl G. Harrison, Dean of the
University of Pennsylvania Law School, was sent to Germany in the sum-
er of 1945. Harrison concluded his investigations and pleaded for the rec-
ognition of a special status for Jewish DPs. This distinct position was
necessary, because Jews had been persecuted more barbarically than any
other group by the Nazis, and, therefore, they constituted a group with
greater and specific needs. His advice was heeded, in the American zone
at least. In occupied Germany, the Americans were the first to provide
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facilities specifically for Jews. They established all-Jewish DP camps, which by the end of 1946 accommodated approximately 145,000 individuals, mostly non-Germans from Eastern Europe. At the same time, the actual fate of Jewish DPs, the determination of their nationality, and their final destination upon release from the camps, continued to vex American policy. One contemporary observer wrote that “(f)inally, the most difficult problem of all was represented by the some 20,000 to 30,000 German Jews and other Germans who had been inmates of Nazi concentration camps. The Jews, almost without exception, desired new homes in Palestine, and all persecutees loathed the very thought of remaining in Germany.”

British occupation officials, on the other hand, were very reluctant to embrace the American practice of recognizing a Jewish specificity. Government authorities in Britain maintained that the effect of the repeal of Nazi race laws was to restore German nationality on a universal basis. In the summer of 1945, the British officials on the Control Commission insisted on the “renationalization” of Jews present on German territory. This, they argued, was the automatic result of the abrogation of Nazi race laws. The British insisted on the re-establishment of nonracial liberal legality in Germany. The United Kingdom was unwilling to accept the findings of the Harrison Report, which it rejected as anecdotal and unscientific, because the inference was that a home outside of Germany had to be found for the Jews. British officials asserted that whereas a real investigation of the situation would perhaps demonstrate that “some Jews must be removed,” this could be dealt with by small-scale emigration to other countries such as the United States, which “must take their share.” More significantly, the British “Palestine problem” demanded that they continue to refuse to acknowledge any kind of Jewish specificity. Because the question of Palestine loomed so large, resettlement of German Jews in Germany had a significance beyond the general boundaries of the immediate resettlement problem for DPs. As a
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result, British military authorities in Germany did not grant German Jews preferential treatment or even protection in cases of ongoing discrimination by German officials. They continued to consider these Jews as Germans who had to resettle in Germany.

From 1945, the Americans formally opposed the compulsory (re)imposition of German nationality on Jews. They insisted that Council Law No.1 had no retrospective effect on German nationality law. One year later, the British and French authorities in occupied Germany finally agreed with the legal interpretation that persons who had been deprived of German citizenship did not automatically regain it.45 As far as the Control Council was concerned, these Jews remained stateless as a consequence of their denationalization under Nazi law from 1933 onwards.46 There would be no collective “renationalization” of former German Jews. Jews who sought to regain their previous German citizenship could do so, as of right, by making a formal request. This position embodied a legal and political recognition that the actual impact of Nazi nationality legislation was real, long lasting, and significant for all those affected by it. It eschewed any idea that the abrogation of Nazi race laws ipso facto re-established the nationality of former German Jews and served as the formal recognition of the notion articulated by Hannah Arendt that “statelessness” could in the circumstances be preferable to German-ness.

The British (and the French) in their occupation zones had been compelled by the political reality of occupation policy to follow the American example in relation to Jewish DPs. For the French authorities in Germany, the matter was of less practical import because the French Zone was home to only 1,000 Jews in camps or in agricultural colonies known as Kibbutzim.47 The United Kingdom government had, as was mentioned, initially been unwilling to recognize stateless Jews who could claim that they had no desire to remain in Germany and instead would probably insist on emigrating to Palestine. Eventually, the British had to yield to the American position.48 As early as the summer of 1945, some of the same

48. In November 1945, British officials in Germany were instructed to stick to their position that Jews were to be renationalized, but they also were told to avoid seeking any agreement from the Allied Control Council in this matter. In June 1946, Home Office legal advice had declared that the German nationality of formerly denationalized German Jews in the British zone was restored automatically, but only following the explicit request of the
British authorities on the Control Commission in Germany, who had previously insisted on the renationalization of Jews in Germany, were still apparently willing to mitigate the effect of the abolition of Nazi law on German Jews resident in Britain. For those Jews, only a specific individual “opt in” could restore their previous nationality. Such a position appears to have been taken based on the view that under international law, any Control Council decision was territorially limited to occupied Germany. Following a traditional, and state-centered interpretation of international law, the British officials in Germany who adopted this position in favor of the continuing statelessness of some German Jews, insisted that authorities in the United Kingdom had no say in German nationality law. This was also the position first adopted by Dutch military authorities in early 1945. The confirmation of the statelessness of Jews who had fled Nazi Germany to the Netherlands was informed by the desire not to equate them with Dutch collaborators and Germans who had been involved in the occupation of that country.

**Jews, Germans, Nazi Legality and Injustice in Liberal Democracies**

In 1945, the effect of the abolition of Nazi law on (former) German Jews resident in Britain, Belgium, France, and the Netherlands was not at all homogeneous. Whereas the American and French Occupation Authorities, Dutch military officials, and some members of the British Control Commission advocated maintaining the statelessness of former German Jews, this was not the position of the civil authorities in Britain or Holland. In the United Kingdom, the Foreign and Home Office officials who dealt with the question strongly objected to retaining the effect of Nazi racial laws. For them, the traditional international law view that
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statelessness was “an undesirable position” in international law and one to be avoided if possible, held sway.\(^{52}\) The Foreign Office adopted the view that it was clearly permissible under both domestic and international legal norms to confer nationality “on persons in other countries.” In effect, they argued, this was not even an accurate legal description of the situation. There was no “imposition” of German nationality. Instead, by abolishing the “illegal, unjust, and fundamentally invalid legislation” of the Nazi state, the United Kingdom was simply restoring the legal status quo ante and (re)establishing a liberal legal order that was also consistent with international law’s abhorrence of statelessness.\(^{53}\) Jews from Germany in Britain remained German;\(^{54}\) however, these German Jews were still treated differently from other Germans, as part of the de facto refugee policy to which the British authorities continued to subscribe. This concession did not formally change the legal position of Jewish Germans. They remained German nationals and could still be classified as enemy aliens.\(^{55}\)

In Belgium, as early as October 6, 1944, the German nationality of Jewish survivors whose citizenship had been annulled in 1941 under the 11th Decree, was restored. Those who had lost their German citizenship before May 1940, when Belgium fell to the German onslaught, and before the 11th Decree, however, remained stateless. This restoration of the nationality of most German Jews present in Belgium was portrayed as an expression of the complete rejection, by the newly installed democratic government, of the Nazi distinction between Jews and Aryans. It was explicitly meant as a return domestically to the traditional Belgian policy of nondiscrimination on religious and, a fortiori, on racial or ethnic grounds. There was little or no understanding in liberal governmental and legal circles of any possible objections to this restoration of German nationality. Belgian officials considered that maintaining the statelessness of German Jews was simply not in the interest of the Jews themselves. What had been taken away because of Nazi racial persecution in legal form had to be restored.\(^{56}\) As late as 1947, the Belgian socialist jurist and minister of the interior, Piet Vermeylen, echoed the familiar view that statelessness
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was a status to be avoided in both national and international legal regimes. He declared that it was “infinitely preferable” (infiniment préférable) that these people be citizens of some country. For Vermeylen, it was obviously better to have a “bad” nationality than to have none.\(^{57}\)

In the Netherlands, there was disagreement on how to handle the nationality question as a lingering aspect of Nazi legalized anti-Semitism. Because of the circumstances of the war, the decision by Dutch authorities to restore the German nationality of Jews came half a year after similar action by the Belgians. Whereas by September 1944, Belgium and the southern part of the Netherlands had been liberated, German control of the rest of the Netherlands lasted until May 1945. During this interlude, Dutch military authorities had classified Jews from Germany as stateless. Civilian officials took over from the military in April 1945 and quickly changed the Dutch position by recognizing the German nationality of Jewish refugees. The minister of justice, Hans Van Kolfschoten, argued that his decision to restore the German nationality of these Jews was a straightforward application of international law. A law passed by a state in a time of war had no binding effect beyond the original territory of that state.\(^{58}\) He further legitimized his decision as an absolute refutation of racial, ethnic, and religious discrimination in Nazi law. This total rejection of Nazi legality and the anti-Semitic normative order of the Hitler regime was, according to Van Kolfschoten, completely consistent with the central postwar aims of all Allied authorities.\(^{59}\)

In France in 1945, some courts held that the effect of Control Council Law No. 1 was to restore the status quo ante and to reinstate the original nationality of exiled German Jews.\(^{60}\) Other French tribunals, however, rejected this view and found that absent a specific choice by individuals to seek the restoration of their German nationality, the effect of the 11th Decree still operated and such a person was to be considered stateless (apatridie).\(^{61}\) This legal dispute between various lower courts was apparently settled by the Chambre Sociale of the Court of Cassation, which held without further explanation in the case of Kurzmann c. O’héa (November 26, 1946) that the juridical effect of the Allied abolition of Nazi anti-Jewish
laws had been to automatically re-impose German nationality on previously denationalized German Jews.\(^{62}\)

This reasoning was apparently influenced by other French attempts to re-establish republican legality. One of the first pieces of legislation of the Vichy regime had been the French Nationality Law of July 22, 1940, which established an administrative mechanism for reviewing all naturalization decisions taken since 1927. This Pétainist reaction to the perceived perfidy of the Third Republic embodied a barely disguised anti-Semitism and a fascistic vision of \textit{la vraie France}, with the necessary corollary of a restricted understanding of nationality and citizenship. This 1940 law carried with it clear echoes of early Nazi efforts to rid the country of disloyal nationals, Jews, and politically suspect others. A commission was established to review and adjudicate on all naturalizations that had taken place under the Popular Front government. By September 1943, almost every third Jew naturalized in France between 1927 and 1940 had lost his or her new nationality;\(^{63}\) 15,154 individuals were deprived of their French citizenship under these legal processes during the Vichy period. The newly (re)established French Fourth Republic, by the ordinance of May 22, 1944, declared the collective and “retroactive” re-naturalization of these French Jews. The Court of Cassation in \textit{Kurzmann c. O'héa} decided to restore the German nationality of other Jews in similar terms.

As a direct consequence of the legal aspect of the victory over Nazism, which found in the abrogation of Nazi race laws an automatic restoration of German nationality for German Jews in France, Belgium, and the Netherlands, these victims of Nazism were transformed from stateless refugees into citizens of what remained an enemy state. In the immediate aftermath of the war, that state, Germany, was a defeated and occupied territory without effective sovereignty. Lauterpacht summarized the ethical and international legal dilemmas that arose as a result of the automatic renationalization of Jewish refugees when he wrote:

> The repealing legislation of the Allied authorities in Germany would, in a substantial respect, fail in its purpose if the victims of the persecution were, as a result of enactments intended to remove them from the burdens of discrimination, made to suffer from measures adopted against German


nationals and intended as just compensation from and punishment of their persecutors. It is improbable that, in addition to the clear legal merits of the issue, these considerations of equity and morality would be disregarded by an international tribunal.64

In France, a series of special measures adopted by the government at the time of liberation was aimed at eliminating the most pernicious effects of anti-Jewish persecutory measures, such as the deprivation of property by Aryanization. Those unjustly evicted from their premises, as owners or as renters, could lodge claims permitting them to regain access to their abodes. Other general measures targeting economic and social deprivations brought about by the consequences of war were also adopted.65 If former German Jews were classified as stateless, they could benefit under French domestic regulations from these social welfare programs and, in appropriate cases, from the right to regain their former residences. The decision of the French Court of Cassation in Kurzmann, and the previous decisions adopted by some lower courts classifying these Jewish individuals as German following the abrogation of Nazi race laws, had a pernicious result. These formerly stateless Jews, now Germans once more, were to be treated under French law as ineligible for “reintegration” to their former residences and as ineligible for any social welfare benefits because they were now, again, enemy subjects.66

The consequences of being enemy aliens could be even more dramatic than the loss of access to welfare and housing benefits. The newly liberated liberal democracies had enacted legislation to deprive German nationals residing within their territory of their right of abode. With the liberation of Belgium and the Netherlands, for example, Germans remaining in these countries and who had been involved in the occupation, were to be expelled following internment and investigation of their wartime activities. Their property was sequestered. Former German Jews were not spared from the suspicion that fell on all Germans. As a result of the decision of the Belgian and Dutch authorities to eradicate the legal heritage of Nazi racial discrimination, survivors from Germany and Austria who had

found asylum in Belgium and the Netherlands and still resided there after the war, were put on the same legal footing as their non-Jewish countrymen. For the Belgian and Dutch state officials, they were first and foremost Germans, citizens of the country that had occupied their territory in 1940. According to formal legal instructions in both countries, all enemy aliens had to be interned pending the investigation of their “attitude” during the war.

The mere fact of survival as a Jew appeared to mean for Belgian and Dutch officials that a large number of those German Jews must have been collaborators.67 These suspicions were based, in part, on the role believed to have been played by German Jews during the war in the official representative Jewish organizations established by the German occupation authorities.68 Even among national Jewish communities, it was commonly believed that some German Jews had behaved more as Germans than as Jews during the occupation. As a result, after liberation, approximately 100 German Jews in Belgium, and an unknown number in the Netherlands, became victims of the witch hunt against everything German. They were interned as enemy aliens, together with German Nazis.69

That victims were interned, together with perpetrators, on the basis of their common “nationality,” provoked local and international outrage.70 In Antwerp, an American soldier, Sergeant Kurt Stern, informed the


Jewish Welfare Board in the United States of this situation. The Comité des Réfugiés Victimes des Lois Raciales (COREF), an organization of German Jews residing in Belgium, in turn passed on details to the Jewish Telegraphic Agency.\(^71\) The Belgian embassy in Washington considered the resultant publicity to be detrimental to Belgian interests.\(^72\)

This narrowly legalistic treatment of German Jews as enemies was not always applied literally throughout Belgium however. The mayor of Antwerp, Camille Huysmans, as early as September 1944, had already sent instructions to his communal police that German Jews were not to be interned merely because they were German, but only if there was strong evidence against them. Ten days after the publication on October 6, 1944 of the formal decision to intern all Germans as enemy aliens, the Belgian minister of justice followed Huysmans’ example and urged local authorities throughout the country to exercise their discretion wisely and not to intern Germans who had clearly not collaborated during the occupation.\(^73\)

Dutch policy targeting German Jews went even further. Whereas in Belgium everybody who had a right of abode prior to the war, including Jews deported by the Germans, could return, this was not the case in the Netherlands. Dutch border guards were instructed in May 1945 to deny access to foreigners, including those German Jews returning from concentration camps, even if they had had a right of abode in the Netherlands prior to the war. This insensitive Dutch policy toward Jewish refugees was quickly formally reversed, but the authorities only halfheartedly counteracted it in practice. German Jews still had to be surveilled and, if possible, expelled, not so much because of their alleged collaboration with the enemy, but in order to preserve what was considered to be the “national character” of Dutch society.\(^74\) Pursuant to this policy, in September 1945, Dutch authorities decided to repatriate all Germans without distinction, but in the planning phase, an exception was very quickly granted to prewar refugees from Germany. All these refugees, including those who


\(^{72}\) AAP, 288.


returned from Germany, would receive a temporary residence permit. In the summer of 1946, Dutch authorities changed their formal legal position and agreed that the Allied Control Council decision to abrogate Nazi racial legislation had no legal effect beyond German territory. The Dutch government now, for the second and final time, classified German Jews who had been stripped of their German citizenship in 1941 as stateless.

In Belgium, the authorities continued to consider Jews from Germany as Germans and refused to recognize them collectively as victims of Nazism. Jewish Germans who had not collaborated were exempted from official distrust only on a case-by-case basis. They were still subject to strict police control, under which they had to report regularly to the authorities. Only in April 1945, and mainly because of international pressure, was this police surveillance removed from German Jews whose loyalty during the war had been officially confirmed. The entry “non-enemy” now appeared on their Belgian residence permits, next to their newly recognized German nationality. Another important legal effect of German nationality was that all assets of these Jewish Germans, as enemy aliens, were frozen. German Jews had to wait for almost 2 years to be treated differently from other Germans in relation to the question of their sequestered assets. A law passed on January 13, 1947 finally recognized that there was a difference between Jewish and other Germans. The law formally permitted German Jews to freely dispose of their property, which, until then, had remained under custodianship.

76. Berghuis, Geheel ontdaan van onbaatzuchtigheid, 29–30; and Bossenbroek, De Meelstreek, 262–70.
78. In Belgium, the property of Jews classified as Germans was confiscated pursuant to the law of August 23, 1944 (Belgisch Staatsblad, September 4, 1944) and the ministerial decree of October 6, 1944.
In France, the decision of the Court of Cassation in November 1946 to collectively restore the original nationality of exiled German Jews met with direct and indirect opposition from other courts, particularly in Paris. Many French judges simply refused to follow the reasoning of the Court of Cassation or to give extended effect to the decision in *Kurzmann*. In the *Téroux c. Daudin* case, for example, the 6th Chamber of the Parisian Court set out in detail its reasons for recognizing the statelessness of a former German Jew. The Court found that Control Council Law No. 1 was limited territorially to occupied Germany, and temporally to a prospective effect.80 Judicial resistance to the line adopted by the Court of Cassation in *Kurzmann* spread. The Court of Appeal in Colmar, which had originally followed the more restrictive line of the *Kurzmann* decision, held in *Lennhof c. Brach* that because Law No. 1 could have no retroactive effect, a former German Jew remained stateless.81

The opposition of other tribunals to the decision of the Court of Cassation in *Kurzmann* was not only motivated by traditional legal interpretive reasons about the limited temporal and territorial effect of Control Council Laws. French judges also found that the position taken by the Court of Cassation led to basic injustice. They argued that the abolition of Nazi race laws could not have the contradictory effect under a newly re-established French republican legality of worsening the position of those who had been the victims of Nazi anti-Semitism by excluding them from the application of French legal norms meant to alleviate the suffering of the victims of Nazi racist persecution.82 In addition, judges argued that the legislature had specified a privileged treatment for stateless Jews when France had ratified the 1938 Geneva Convention for Refugees coming from Germany by the decree of April 14, 1945. This ratification was interpreted by the courts as a clear sign that the republican government sought to undo the iniquities of the Vichy regime and to put into effect a series of policies that would be sympathetic to the victims of Nazi persecution.83

Finally in 1950, in *Gunguéné c. Dile Falk*, the Court of Cassation acknowledged that the abolition of Nazi anti-Jewish laws did not have a retroactive effect. Therefore, the abrogation of Nazi anti-Jewish laws by

---


the Control Council did not impose German nationality on denationalized German Jews.84 This final judgment of the Court of Cassation recognized that its previous interpretation of the abolition of Nazi anti-Jewish laws had caused an injustice to those stateless Jews whom the French legislators had shown an explicit willingness to protect by ratifying the 1938 German Refugee Convention.85 Therefore, by 1950, the French judiciary had reversed its position, and realigned itself with the position that the allied forces in occupied Germany had taken in 1945–1946. German nationality should not be imposed on Jews automatically and without individual consent.

The National Interest of Asylum Countries and the Stateless Jews

The desire to restore the citizenship of stateless former German Jews was not only attributable to ideological convictions about the re-establishment of liberal values; it was also grounded in the desire to establish and preserve each state’s sovereign power. The stateless, as mentioned, had no state affording them protection; however, at the same time, no state had to accept them if they were forcibly expelled from another country. During the interwar period, Western European states had experienced great difficulties in removing undesirable aliens who were stateless because no other country wanted to grant them admission. Also, although only a few jurisdictions granted the stateless (minimal) legal concessions, national courts had imposed some legal limits on a government’s arbitrary powers to remove stateless aliens.86 Statelessness, as Arendt argued, had been at this time a legal position on which aliens could capitalize to obtain a right of abode or at least to prevent their swift expulsion. For British, Belgian, and Dutch officials, in the postwar period, there was a clear imperative to restore German nationality, with the unambiguous goal of returning these exiled German Jews to their “homes” or to a third country. A British Home Office representative wrote that “... the aim should be to see that the refugees in this country and elsewhere are provided with some

nationality and with some country to which they can return if they wish, or to which they can be sent if necessary."\(^{87}\)

The authorities in each nation wanted to avoid any action that might result in large numbers of German Jewish survivors settling in their country.\(^{88}\) Very few German Jews wished to return to or went back to Germany. According to the representative in Belgium of the Intergovernmental Committee for the Refugees, almost no German Jews even considered the possibility. Those few who did return voluntarily to Germany were often considered as traitors by their fellow Jews.\(^{89}\) The majority of surviving German Jews opted not to return and turned their backs on a country that had turned its back on them. In the end, only approximately 4–5% of denationalized German Jews chose to return.\(^{90}\) The decision whether to return to Germany or not was usually grounded in highly personal circumstances and choices.\(^{91}\) For example, the approximately 3500 Jews who returned to East Germany did so almost universally out of socialist political conviction.\(^{92}\)

Notwithstanding this reluctance of Jews to return to Germany, the Dutch and Belgian and to a lesser extent the British authorities, insisted that the Jewish refugees from Germany had to move elsewhere.\(^{93}\) German Jews did

\(^{87}\) Sir F. Newsam to the Control Commission, May 28, 1945, HO 213/951, National Archives, Kew.
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\(^{89}\) Rapport du délégué en Belgique du comité intergouvernemental pour réfugiés, pour la période du 1.7 au 30.9.1946, 7, Archive United High Commissioner of the Refugees, Brussels, Annual Reports.
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\(^{93}\) In Denmark, where the statelessness of Jewish refugees had never been questioned after the war, as early as the spring of 1946 all prewar refugees acquired a right of abode.
not necessarily have to return home, but they were expected to find another country of refuge. British policy makers still sought to avoid practical, political difficulties and injustices. They continued to insist that the restoration of German nationality was a necessary consequence of the repeal of Nazi anti-Jewish laws. Nonetheless, no Jew would be forcibly repatriated to Germany unless and until the safety of returning Jews could be guaranteed and there was a “reasonable opportunity of earning his livelihood.”  

In Belgium and the Netherlands, pressure to make the Jewish refugees leave was stronger still. Even when, in the summer of 1946, the Dutch authorities had agreed to recognize the statelessness of the former German Jews, they still hoped to be able to repatriate some of them. According to Dutch authorities, a final decision concerning their German nationality was still pending, and granting them a permanent right of abode was not opportune. Until the end of the 1940s, in the Low Countries, a strict individualized path to Dutch citizenship was the only way for these Jews to acquire a permanent right of abode.

“German” Jews No Longer Want to Be Germans

After the defeat of Nazism, although welcoming the elimination of Nazi anti-Jewish legal provisions, Jewish refugee groups were wary about the effect of this general abrogation on nationality questions. Rabbi Schoyer, the Chairman of the Association of Jewish Refugees in Great Britain, wrote “But the great number of us who do not trust that there will be a quick change of mind of the German people ……wish most earnestly not to be forced back into the status of German nationals by well-meant but rash legislation.”

Responsive to the wishes of refugee Jews, the Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees had already suggested in April 1944 that the restoration of German nationality should be accompanied either by an “opt-out” clause permitting refugees to declare within a determined period that they did not wish to accept German nationality, or, alternatively, by an “opt-in” clause by which individuals would be allowed within the

---
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same time frame to positively elect to (re)become German nationals. By July 1945, the Intergovernmental Committee had refined its position and insisted that the “opt-in” mechanism was to be preferred “on grounds of equity” and to “avoid any idea of compulsorily imposing an unwanted nationality on exiled Jews”.

In Belgium in 1944, immediately after the restoration of the German citizenship of Jewish exiles and refugees, many of the formerly German Jews still remained stateless, because their citizenship had been revoked by the Nazis before May 10, 1940, and as a result, they did not fall under the terms of the relevant ministerial Decree. On their Belgian identity cards they were still described as stateless, but of German origin. They demanded that any reference to their original German citizenship be removed from all official documents. They collectively opposed even this bureaucratic indication of their origins. The Belgian authorities ultimately agreed that it could be removed. This was a harbinger of things to come.

In 1944, immediately after the liberation, the organization of German Jews in Belgium, COREF, also strongly opposed the decision to restore German nationality. Their objections went beyond the obvious adverse effects of such an action; being equated with the Nazi enemy, sequestration of their property, and the danger of being forced to return to Germany. The organization explained their resolve never to be called “German” again to the authorities.

The atrocities of the Nazis have given to the word “German” an uncanny sinister sound. The DPs of German origin have to live with identity cards giving their nationality as “German”. To be mixed up in this way with their greatest enemies is a gross injustice. Their hate against everything connected with Germany and the Germans is so deeply rooted that they will never forget nor forgive. Therefore...everything should be done to help these persons to get rid of the ominous and incriminating designation as “German”.

97. Memorandum, April 9, 1944, Certain administrative measures by the Occupation Authorities of Germany and Austria relating to nationals or former nationals of those countries who are the victims of Nazi persecution, HO213/951, National Archives, Kew. On the Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees, see Tommie Sjöberg, The Powers and the Persecuted: the Refugee Problem and the Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees (Lund: Lund University Press, 1991).


COREF would continue to call upon the authorities to revoke this legal and existential injustice embodied in Belgian legislation. Although by 1947, most of the adverse effects on exiled German Jews of a restored German nationality had been abrogated, the opposition of Jews to their German citizenship or any mention of their German origins, remained vehement.101

Exiled German Jews in these Western European countries expressed the vociferous desire to be recognized as stateless victims of Nazism and rejected any claim that they be treated as reinstated “German” citizens.102 The German language distinction between Staatsangehörigkeit, (legal membership in a state in the sense of formal citizenship), and Staatsbürgerschaft, was at the heart of the Jews’ objection to being considered “German”. Staatsbürgerschaft refers more precisely to the concept of citizenship in the sense of participating in the social life of a particular society. These exiled Jews understood nationality as much more than a simple concept referring to a legal status of individuals in relation to a state. For those German Jews who rejected the restoration of their former nationality, the debates about their status, although formally situated at the level of technical questions within a restrictive legal normativity, were nonetheless informed by an experiential and political understanding of citizenship as belonging (or not) to a society, with a common sense of culture, history and identity, feelings that they longer shared with their former countrymen and women.103

This deeper existential meaning of nationality and citizenship was most often ignored by official decision makers who operated within the narrower understandings of nationality derived from domestic and international legal norms. Formally denationalized German Jews rejected the idea that they could become German nationals once again by the simple legal normative abrogation of Nazi race laws. What they had experienced under National Socialism and eventually during their period of interment, imprisonment, exile, and refuge, had removed any sense of belonging to a German nation or sharing anything with a culture that had given Auschwitz to the world. They no longer considered themselves to be “German.” They had no desire to return to their previous homes or to seek the legal protections afforded to nationals of the German state.104

102. Given the unique sources available on Belgium, we limit the focus of our analysis of the position of the Jewish refugees themselves to the Belgian case.
A return to liberal legality and rule of law norms, as well as some emerging “human rights” understandings of international law, appeared at first blush to dictate a principled rejection of all Nazi persecutory measures by triumphant democracies. However these victims of Nazi persecution wanted to accept the consequences of the Nazi regime both pragmatically and legally. They rejected their German national origins and saw in their status as “non-nationals” a source of identity, and as Arendt underlined, in some circumstances, however temporarily, political power. Statelessness was for them preferable to “Germanness.”

In Belgium, as mentioned, all Jews who had been collectively rendered stateless in 1941 under the 11th Decree, were, with liberation, unequivocally restored to their previous status as German nationals. These Jews who had (re)become reluctant Germans started a long struggle against what they considered to be a fundamental injustice. The restoration of German nationality was considered a clear expression of official insensitivity toward their suffering as Jews under the Nazis.105 Numerous German Jews in Belgium asked not to be categorized as Germans. Some went to considerable individual lengths to prove that they had lost their German citizenship.106

Sigmund K., a German Jew who had been granted asylum in Belgium in 1936, but who had fled during the war to the United States, appealed against the Belgian decision to consider him German and to sequester his property. He insisted that he had left Germany in 1936, and that as an emigrant, he had forfeited his German citizenship. He asserted that the Belgian government, as a party to the Hague Convention on nationality law, should accept the German decision that rendered him stateless. In July 1946, an Antwerp court acknowledged this argument, and recognized that only the German state could decide who its subjects were. It concluded that he had been denationalized by the German law of November 24, 1941 and declared Sigmund K. to be “stateless.” Paul de Streel, a high-ranking civil servant in the Aliens Police, was shocked by this apparently antiliberal rule of law line of reasoning: “How can one accept that a law which only denationalized the German subjects who were Jews and this only to be able to confiscate their property more easily is a law in conformity with international custom and the international legal principles generally accepted in the domain of nationality legislation?” De Streel was sure that the
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judgment of the Antwerp court was *une décision de circonstance* that would not set a binding precedent.\(^\text{107}\)

Hans Handovsky, an Austrian national who had worked at the University of Ghent since 1934, was among those who protested most vehemently against the Belgian decision to restore his German nationality. Handovsky had received his Ph.D. in pharmacology from the University of Vienna, and in 1912 had begun to work at the University of Göttingen. As a Jew, he lost his university post in 1933. The next year, he found a job at the University of Ghent. The application of German anti-Jewish decrees during the war meant that Handovsky had lost his post at this Belgian university as well. The “restoration” of his German nationality not only meant a loss of the residency status he had acquired in the 1930s, but it also led to the incongruous result that he, as an Austrian and Jew, was awarded German citizenship by the Belgian government. This decision effectively re-instituted the *Anschluss* in his individual case. He insisted on retaining his residence permit based on his status as a stateless foreigner. The mayor of Ghent, Edward Anseele Jr., supported his plea. Exceptionally, the central authorities agreed in April 1945 that he could be registered as stateless and keep his residency permit. All other German Jews in Ghent were refused any such exemption and were officially and legally recognized as having German nationality.\(^\text{108}\)

Ernst Klein, a physician from Jena, was among those Jews who were less successful than Handovsky. He had been granted refugee status in Belgium in 1936 because he and his Aryan fiancée had been persecuted in Nazi Germany under the “race defilement” (*Rassenschande*) provisions of the Nuremberg Laws.\(^\text{109}\) After the war, when he left his hiding place in the commune of Vorst, the local authorities wanted to issue him a temporary residence permit identifying him as a German national. He was resolute in claiming his status as a stateless person. When after 6 months he still refused to yield to the demands of the administration, the Aliens Police threatened to intern him as a danger to public order. They insisted that the local authorities in Vorst enforce their original decision with immediate

\(^{107}\) Ibid., A1.355.126; Staatsarchiv Hamburg, 351–11 Amt für Wiedergutmachung 14249 and 21191, Landgericht Wiedergutmachung 810 (E) 778/58. We thank Beate Meyer and Margot Löhr for sharing the German information with us.

\(^{108}\) Marc Verschooris, *In de schaduw van de dood: over thuiskomen, opduiken en achterblijven 1940–1945* (Ghent: Snoeck, 2005), 91; Archive University of Ghent, Files, 6 D1/2, 1940/41 Zitting VI 14 March 1941 and 4H 21/1, box 137 “Handovsky, Hans”; and Ghent City Archive, Aliens Files, Handovksy.

effect. On April 23, 1945 Dr. Klein finally gave in and received a temporary residence permit identifying him as a German national. In May 1945, “non-enemy” was added next to the German nationality on the residence permit of Ernst Klein, because, according to the local authorities, his attitude during the war had been “correct.”

In Belgium, no collective solution was available to the vast majority of those Jews who had no desire to be recognized again as German. As in the Netherlands, the only available mechanism was to apply individually for citizenship. Ernst Klein became a Belgian in 1947. In 1948, Hans Handovsky exchanged his “stateless” status for Belgian citizenship. It was not until 1951 that Belgium conformed to what had become the international standard when it recognized the statelessness of exiled German Jews once again. At that time, the Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany recognized the real practical and legal impact of Nazi measures that had deprived German Jews of their nationality. German law under the newly democratic government of the Federal Republic again gave formal effect to the consequences of the 11th Decree, and created an opt-in possibility for all former German Jews who wished to re-assert their original citizenship rights. Only when Germany regained its sovereignty and the country’s nationality law clearly confirmed the statelessness of exiled Jews from Germany, did the ambiguity of their legal status finally disappear.

**Conclusion**

Lauterpacht had underlined the ways in which justice for the victims of Nazi persecution could be achieved by a reading of operative international law norms that was consistent with the actual position of former German Jews. He echoed Arendt’s contention that stateless was preferable to German nationality for these Jewish refugees from Nazism.

The persons in question were originally deprived of their nationality in the course of a racial and religious persecution unprecedented in history. Their denationalization did not merely sever a formal tie with their country of residence. When they arrived in Belgium, they were granted a temporary residence permit that identified them as German nationals. In May 1945, “non-enemy” was added next to the German nationality on the residence permit of Ernst Klein, because, according to the local authorities, his attitude during the war had been “correct.”

In Belgium, no collective solution was available to the vast majority of those Jews who had no desire to be recognized again as German. As in the Netherlands, the only available mechanism was to apply individually for citizenship. Ernst Klein became a Belgian in 1947. In 1948, Hans Handovsky exchanged his “stateless” status for Belgian citizenship. It was not until 1951 that Belgium conformed to what had become the international standard when it recognized the statelessness of exiled German Jews once again. At that time, the Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany recognized the real practical and legal impact of Nazi measures that had deprived German Jews of their nationality. German law under the newly democratic government of the Federal Republic again gave formal effect to the consequences of the 11th Decree, and created an opt-in possibility for all former German Jews who wished to re-assert their original citizenship rights. Only when Germany regained its sovereignty and the country’s nationality law clearly confirmed the statelessness of exiled Jews from Germany, did the ambiguity of their legal status finally disappear.
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origin. They were cut off, amidst calculated and prolonged indignities and humiliation, from any sort of community with the people of that country. Their livelihood and their property were destroyed and confiscated. Their relatives and co-religionists were subjected to a spiritual and physical persecution which shocked and outraged civilized mankind. The deprivation of nationality was a link in the chain of that ruthless persecution. However, in some ways, that particular measure proved for those resident abroad a source of protection. During the war statelessness became for many of them a status preferable to that of the nationality of a belligerent state.115

Belgium, the Netherlands, Britain, and France eventually arrived at a legal and/or political solution that reflected, to a greater or lesser extent, the demands of justice in such cases. Each national case was influenced by geopolitical considerations and the complexities of domestic politics, as well as by technical demands and interpretations of international law. In the Netherlands and Belgium, the situation was fraught with internal frictions between and among various parts of the Jewish community and the desire of the bureaucracy to see these foreign Jews move on. In France, domestic concerns over Vichy’s own denaturalization of thousands of Jewish citizens, and a narrowly state-centric restoration of the republican norms of legality by the Court of Cassation, created their own difficulties. In Britain, the Palestine question loomed large, as did the fear of large numbers of Jews electing to stay in the United Kingdom at the war’s end.

Although the restoration of German nationality for exiled Jews appeared at first blush to be the best, most natural, and most consistent way of manifesting the complete rejection of the notion of “Nazi law,” the practical consequences of such a step led to the postwar internment of German Jews alongside Nazi perpetrators and the freezing of their assets, in addition to the deprivation of rights to compensation for victims of Nazi racial persecution. Only by giving effect to the 11th Decree and recognizing the statelessness of former German Jews, could the liberal democracies of Western Europe begin in some small way to undo the injustices of the Nazi legal regime of anti-Semitic persecution. For Arendt, the answer was not to be found in the narrow traditional international legalism entwined in the nation state paradigm, but in a nascent human rights normativity. “The question, rather, is one of rescuing the stateless from the tyranny of arbitrary legislation and the chaos of police rule and of somehow restoring them to the inalienable rights of man.”116

A narrow state-centered approach to international law had to give way to the demands of equity and justice. Arguments were mustered that invoked

other international law norms—such as the territorial limitations of Control Council jurisdiction, the abhorrence of retrospection—in order to give a gloss of legal respectability to the ethical demands and political reality, which ironically called for giving ongoing effect to the Nazi 11th Decree.

This recognition of the juridical impact of the denationalization decrees by liberal legal systems also came close to the complex reality being experienced by many former German Jews themselves. The deprivation of German nationality was something that many experienced not just as a technical legal measure imposed by a National Socialist regime, but also as an existential break with their former lives. They experienced in concrete ways the distinction between nationality understood as membership in a state as a matter of national and international law, (Staatsangehörigkeit), and the broader sociological and political notions of citizenship as belonging to an identifiable national society, (Staatsbürgerschaft). They did not wish to return to a Germany in which reality conflicted brutally with an imagined and no longer existing citizens’ Heimat. Ironically perhaps, statelessness was, in the Arendtian sense, truly a status that conferred on them an accurate political understanding of their current place, however temporary, in the world. The demands of equity and justice also implied that being stateless was not to be equated with the deprivation of individual’s rights. The political power that they as stateless could muster caused a provisional breach in the traditional state-centered international order. These German Jews, and perhaps other DPs as well, provoked transient concessions from nation-states to human rights, a change that went beyond mere geopolitical and other pragmatic considerations.